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Abstract
In recent years, with increase in concern about public safety and security, human movements or action sequences are 
highly valued when dealing with suspicious and criminal activities. In order to estimate the position and orientation 
related to human movements, depth information is needed. This is obtained by fusing data obtained from multiple 
cameras at different viewpoints. In practice, whenever occlusion occurs in a surveillance environment, there may be a 
pixel-to-pixel correspondence between two images captured from two cameras and, as a result, depth information may 
not be accurate. Moreover use of more than one camera exclusively adds burden to the surveillance infrastructure. In this 
study, we present a mathematical model for acquiring object depth information using single camera by capturing the 
in focused portion of an object from a single image. When camera is in-focus, with the reference to camera lens center, 
for a fixed focal length for each aperture setting, the object distance is varied. For each aperture reading, for the cor-
responding distance, the object distance (or depth) is estimated by relating the three parameters namely lens aperture 
radius, object distance and object size in image plane. The results show that the distance computed from the relationship 
approximates actual with a standard error estimate of 2.39 to 2.54, when tested on Nikon and Cannon versions with an 
accuracy of 98.1% at 95% confidence level.

Keywords Focal length · De-focus in-focus · Aperture number · fstop · Film speed · Exposure time · Auto focusing

1 Introduction
1.1  Motivation

Depth recovery is pre-requisite for identifying human 
actions in surveillance and this information can be 
attained from sequence of images taken in multiple views 
using more than one camera. But the real challenge lies in 
dealing with conventional photography that captures only 
two dimensional projection of a 3d scene. As conventional 
cameras [1] are capable of capturing in-focused potions of 
object(s) which are away from the plane of focus, focus-
ing is considered to be one of the contributing factors for 
retrieving coarse depth information. When image is in-
focus, knowledge of camera parameters help us in estimat-
ing range of an object with a typical experimental set up as 

shown in Fig. 4. When an object is near to the camera, the 
image tends to grow larger and tends to diminish gradu-
ally while moving away from the camera. This inverse rela-
tionship is studied in detail by relating three parameters 
lens aperture radius, object size in image plane and the 
object distance along camera axial line.

1.2  Research contributions

• A relations is established between the object distance 
(or depth), object size and lens aperture radius and 
observations are taken in auto focusing mode.

• A multiplying factor is introduced to compensate the 
effect of object lightning on camera exposure settings 
while estimating depth of an object.
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• A curve estimation regression analysis is made for vali-
dating the relation between camera to object distance 
(or depth) and object size.

Literature Survey is presented in Section 2, proposed 
work in section 3 with subsections Prerequisites, Experi-
mental set up and Camera Calibration, Database creation 
for Depth Estimation, Results & interpretation in Section 4 
with subsections dealing with the influence of object light-
ing and Camera exposure settings during Depth Estima-
tion, Finding Real height from Depth estimated, Method 
validation, Model accuracy with reference to the existing 
works. The rest of paper is concluded in Section 5.

2  Literature survey

Depth Estimation or Extraction refers a set of algorithms 
or techniques aiming at reconstructing a spatial structure 
of a 3D scene. In order to obtain depth of an object in 
a 3D scene, several approaches have been in existence. 
Electronically, all these approaches can be categorized in 
two ways namely active and passive. Among the active 
methods so far proposed, light is the first kind of energy 
to measure distance. Incandescent light produced from 
high temperature of a coil is used for distance measuring. 
But the system is sensitive to color of illuminated object 
and hence it fails.

Time of Flight depth [2–4] using phase delay of the 
reflected IR light, estimates the depth directly without 
the help of conventional computer vision algorithms. But 
as the principle is based on phase shift calculation, only a 
range of distances with in one unambiguous range [0, 2 
�] can be retrieved. And also calculations made from the 
phase shift ∅ gives possible measurement errors. Pulse 
modulation approach is an alternative ToF, where depth 
of object is associated not only with duration of light pulse 
but also with duration of camera shutter. This solves the 
range ambiguity but at the same time suffers from calibra-
tion issues.

Nonsystematic depth errors [5], caused by light scat-
tering and multi path propagation effects in 3D scene 
reconstruction makes ToF cameras inefficient for practi-
cal use. Another critical problem seen in ToF depth image 
is motion blur [6] occurs when camera or target is in 
motion. The error in phase measurements induces over-
shoot or undershoots in depth transition regions with in 
the bounded integration time limiting the depth accuracy 
and frame rate.

Triangulation methods offer better solution in esti-
mating depth by capturing a scene taken from multiple 
views. Here we are restricting our discussion to binocular 

vision (left and right views). As discussed in [7] differ-
ences between two images, give depth information and 
these differences are known as disparities. In other words 
shift between stereocorresponding points is termed as 
disparity.

However estimation of disparity map is considered to 
be the fundamental problem in computer vision. As men-
tioned in [8] stereo correspondence points are determined 
either with maximum correlation or with minimum sum of 
squared differences (SAD) or absolute intensity Differences 
(AID) and hence disparity map is constructed. Furthermore 
efforts are continued in order to increase accuracy in 
depth estimation and in this process depth map merging 
approaches [9] multi view stereo came into existence. In 
this process, depth map is computed for each view point 
using binocular stereo, synthesized according to path 
based normalized cross correlation metric and are merged 
to produce 3D models. However, the disparity map con-
struction needs knowledge of camera configuration with 
epi-polar geometry constraint. And also occlusions in the 
monitoring environment creates mismatch in pixel to pixel 
correspondence which in turn leads to ambiguity in dis-
parity map computation.

Power consumption, camera mounting space [10] and 
memory stack space for computation process [11] are 
also the factors that alarmed the researchers to go with 
monocular vision, i.e. information from single image) in 
order to obtain depth information.\par A single view point 
of ToF depth sensor [12, 13] offers significant benefit in 
providing accurate depth measurements without being 
affected by ambient lightning, shadows and occlusions. 
Here the design itself provides illumination and also phase 
measurement is taken as criteria for depth measurement 
but not the intensity.

As on Today CW-ToF (Continuous Wave ToF) sensors 
are dominating the consumer electronics and low end 
robotics space with certain limitations. As stated in [14] 
the design mainly suffers from three fundamental issues. 
One is the range which is limited by power consumption 
and eye safety considerations. Second is accuracy which is 
adversely affected by illumination affects. And finally the 
interference comes in to picture when they start operating 
in bulk amount in indoor and outdoor environments. Fur-
ther in order to evaluate depth range accuracy, Plenoptic 
cameras [15–17] design came in to existence. This camera 
uses not only the intensity of light in the scene but also the 
directional information of light distribution in scene for 
retrieving depth of the surface. But with poor reconstruc-
tion depth quality and large storage requirements, human 
action recognition in surveillance systems is impossible 
and hence the design is not recommended.

Considering the economic and technical issues in all 
the above mentioned approaches, we proposed a theory 
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relating three fundamental parameters Object size, lens 
aperture radius and object depth. This theory can be well 
established in any conventional surveillance cameras with-
out incorporating any additional hardware or software and 
even it works in both indoor and outdoor environments 
under any circumstances.

3  Proposed work

3.1  Prerequisites

3.1.1  Focal length

Consider an object ‘O’ at infinity focus, photographed by 
rectilinear convex lens with a focal length ‘ f  ’ and aperture 
radius’aR’to form an image at a distance equal to ‘ f  ’ from 
the image plane.

As shown in Fig. 1 lens with aperture of radius ‘ aR ’ pro-
ject incoming rays on to image plane and hence image 
distance for object distance at infinity defines the focal 
point ‘F’. In this case, an object is at infinite focus appears 
sharp with an image distance Iinf = f

As shown in Fig.  2, the point ‘F’ is focused at a dis-
tance ‘ Iof behind the lens but in front of the image plane. 
As receiving plane is not at the Image focus, blurriness 
appears in the image.

’Od ’ – Object distance from lens
’Iinf  ’- Distance between lens and image plane when 

image is in perfect focus\par

’Iinf − Iof-Distance between lens and image plane when 
image is de-focused\par.

As shown in Fig. 2 Light rays emanating from an object 
‘O’ fall on lens and converges at distance ’ Iof  ’ on sensor 
side of the lens.

For a thin lens [18] with focal length ‘ f  ’, the relation 
between ’ Od ’ and ’ Iof ’is stated as

We now explore what happens if an object is at a dis-
tance greater than or less than Od is imaged. As show in 
Fig. 2, object at infinity focus, would be focused at distance 
Iof  behind the lens but in front of the sensor creating a 
sharp image.

From the Geometry of Fig. 3, we obtain

From the Geometry of Fig. 3, we also obtain

(1)
1

Od

+
1

Iof
=

1

f

(2)Od =
f × Iof

Iof − f

(3)
aR

Iof
=

Os

Iinf−Iof

(4)Iof = aR ×
Iinf−Iof

Os

Fig. 1  Image is in Focus
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(5)
Iinf−Iof

Iof
=

Os

aR

(6)
Iinf

Iof
= 1 +

Os

aR

(7)
Iinf

Iof
=

Os+aR

aR

Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (2), we obtain

(8)Iof = Iinf ×
aR

Os+aR

(9)Od =

(

f ×
(

Iinf ×
(

aR

Os+aR

)))

(

Iinf ×
(

aR

Os+aR

)

− f
)

Fig. 2  A Fusion of in-Focus and 
Out Focus Scenarios

Fig. 3  Geometry of Imaging Relating Aperture Radius a
R
 and Object Size O

s
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where

Knowing the object distance from camera Od , object 
real height can be determined from the relation

In many imaging applications, always object distance 
from lens is considerably greater than image distance. 
Hence the Eq. (1) can be approximated as

By substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (11),we obtain

3.2  Experimental set‑up and camera calibration

Our research aims at measuring the depth of a stationary 
object using a single RGB camera by establishing a rela-
tionship among focal length ( f  ), lens aperture ( aR ), object 
size ( Os ) and camera to object distance (or depth)(Od ) 
parameters. In this perspective, a 50 mm Nikkor prime lens 
(known as conventional lenses with fixed angle of view) 
is used to focus objects at different working distances 
starting from 10 cm by successively altering the opening 
fstop for repeated collection of readings. ISO and shutter 
speed parameters are tuned in required ratios for sensor 
to render the sharp image. The device and its exposure are 
mentioned in Tables 1 and 2. 

(10)Od =

(

f × Iinf × aR
)

(

Iinf × aR
)

−
(

f ×
(

Os + aR
))

aR = (f∕fstop)∕2

(11)
Real Height

Image height
=

Od

Image distance

(12)
1

f
≅

1

Image distance

(13)
Real Height

Image height
=

Object distance (Od)

focal length (f )

(14)Real Height =
Image height × Object distance

f

The experiment is carried out by setting the camera 
in auto focus mode. When testing the auto focus accu-
racy of a camera or lens, it is always essential to have 
exposure consistency. In our Nikon D5300 with Nikkor 
50 mm prime lens, to maintain auto focus consistency, 
we ensure that camera is set at AF-S/Single Servo mode. 
Internally the camera relies on contract-detect to acquire 
focus. Using this focus method, camera forces the lens 
to shift back and forth anywhere in the frame by adjust-
ing the focal point ’F’ to get a sharp image. This focus 
confirmation happens electronically through the cam-
era sensor and hence it will always be accurate. Ensure 
that camera is placed on a stable tripod and an object 
of interest; say aluminum leveling staff is placed in front 
of the camera at a distance of 10 cm with 1.8 mm fstop , 
1000 ISO and 1/100 s exposure setting as shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1  Experimental Device Details for Photogrammetry Experi-
ment

Devices Values

Camera model Nikon D5300
Image sensor 23.5 × 15.6 mm CMOS sensor
Image size(pixels) 6000 × 4000
Pixel size 3.9 micron
Lenses Nikon AF-S Nikkor 50 mm f/1.8G 

Prime Lens for Nikon DSLR 
Camera

Table 2  Parameter Influencing the Camera Exposure

Exposure settings Values

ISO 1000
Aperture(fstop) 1.8 mm to 16 mm

Exposure time(shutter speed) 1∕100 seconds
View Finder size 0.82 x (50 mm 

f/1.4 lens at 
infinity)

Fig. 4  Experimental Set-Up
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3.3  Creating a database for depth estimation

300 sample pictures are taken in real time using two cam-
era models canonEOS760D and Nikon D5300 under the 
guidance of SICA (Southern Indian Association of Cine-
matographers) to validate the suggested concept. These 
images are captured in indoor environments. For depth 
calculation, images acquired from camera are scaled and 
cropped. The procedure is as follows.

The photographs are taken by moving an object 10 cm 
ahead and behind the camera within range of 50 cm to 
110 cm. In this experiment we see the object literally grow-
ing whenever an object approaches near to the camera 
lens and shrinks literally while moving away from the lens 
as shown in Fig. 5.

This successive variation in object size is taken as a crite-
rion for distance measurement. The object is cropped from 
the background from each photograph by specifying its size 
and position. The cropped image is enclosed by the rectan-
gle. As the rectangle width acquired in pixels; it is multiplied 
by pixel size to be measured in SI unit. This value is denoted 

as Os. the same experiment is repeated with the constant 
exposure settings as mentioned in the Table 2 for different 
aperture settings starting from 1.8 to 16 mm.

4  Results and discussions

For each aperture reading (i.e. fstop = 1.8 mm to 16 mm), 
object depth ( Od ) is estimated from the relation obtained in 
Eq. (11) and the results are tabulated in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.    

By getting involved with the readings in Tables 3 4, 5, 
6 and 7 we realize that the focusing distance (i.e. depth of 
an object) is naturally influenced by an unfolding change 
in aperture settings whenever an object is taken over / off 
from the camera and the relation follows.

[From Eq. (10)].

Od ∝
−1

aR + Os

Fig. 5  Variation in Object Size wrt to its Distance
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4.1  Influence of object lighting on camera exposure 
settings during depth estimation

It is evident from [19]; each pixel Nd in the image is pro-
portional to the scene luminance ls and also dependent 
on camera settings like Film speed (ISO), exposure time (t) 
and aperture number fstop.where

Nd = Kc × (Exposure time × ISO)/f 2
stop

) × ls

(R,GandB are red, green and blue values of ith pixel.)
The range of Kc as recommended by ANSI/ISO 2720-

1974 [20] varies from 10.6 to 13.4. In practice, value 12.5 is 
recommended for Canon and Nikon camera. It is under-
stood from our observation that changes in aperture set-
tings affects ls

f 2stop
 ratio. This in turn affects the brightness and 

also the subject distance from the lens. In order to 

(15)ls = 0.2162 × R + 0.7152 × G + 0.0722 × B

Table 3  Sample Photographs with f-Stop=1.8mm at Focus = ∞ f = Iinf  5cm, Aperture Radius (aR) = (f∕fstop)∕2 = 7.81 cm, k = 0.45

S.No (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) Figure 

1 1519.25 0.59 53.27 50 

2 1285.32 0.50 62.97 60 

3 1081.04 0.42 74.87 70 

4 924.96 0.36 87.50 80 

5     835.04     0.32          96.92            90 

6 778 0.30 104.03 100 

7 718.03 0.28 112.72 110 
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compensate the subject lighting affects induced by expo-
sure settings, a multiplying factor ’k’ is included in Eq (10). 
The modified equation with respect to object lightning on 
film exposure settings is written as

(16)Od = k ×

(

f × Iinf × aR
)

(

Iinf × aR
)

−
(

f ×
(

Os + aR
))

It is observed that in most of the cases, the value ‘k’ var-
ies in accordance with aperture reading except for fstop = 
1.8 to 2 mm, 2.2 mm to 2.5 mm, 4 to 4.5 mm and 8 to 9 mm. 
Table 8 discloses the following information.

Table 4  Sample photographs with f-stop = 2.8 mm at Focus = ∞ f = Iinf = 5cm , Aperture Radius (aR) = (f∕fstop)∕2 = 8.928cm, k = 0.66

S.No (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) Figure 

1 1522.25  0.59  50.08  50 

2 1242.62  0.48  61.35 60 

3 1062.77  0.41  71.73  70 

4 1141.14  0.36  81.97  80 

5 820.03  0.31  96.92            90 

6 759.99  0.29  100.31  100 

7 696.67  0.27  109.42  110 
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4.1.1  Finding optimum value of ’k’

But our objective is to find the optimum ’k’ value for which 
the estimated camera to object depth approximate the 
actual value. It is inferred from our observations, by apply-
ing Generalized reduced gradient method that at k=0.666, 
we attain minimum MSE of 2.566 with in the defined con-
straints for k.

k ≥ 0.45 and k ≤ 3.2

It is concluded from our observation that for achiev-
ing a closes approximation in camera to object depth, an 
fstop = 2.8 mm and k value = 0.666 is chosen in surveil-
lance camera design.

In a similar fashion , the proposed equation Eq. (16) also 
tested on cannon cameras for the fstop ranging from 5 to 
32mm and found that camera to object depth approximat-
ing to actual value for lens fstop = 7.1 mm with optimum 
’k’ value = 1.44 .

Table 5  Sample Photographs with f-Stop = 3.2 mm at Focus = ∞ f = Iinf = 5cm , Aperture Radius (aR) = (f∕fstop)∕2 = 7.81cm, k = 0.76

S.No (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) Figure 

1 1518.9 0.59 50.70 50 

2 1248.81 0.48 61.67 60 

3 1062.77 0.41 71.73 70 

4 936.97 0.36 82.20 80 

5 840.93 0.32 91.59 90 

6 759.99 0.29 100.31 100 

7 754.03 0.29 102.14 110 
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4.2  Finding real height of an object from depth ( �
�
) 

estimated

Real height can be obtained from an object centered at 
distinct operating distances provided that object dis-
tance ( Od ) from the lens, image height and focal length 
are known. The object depth is calculated from Eq. (16) 
and the image height is computed by cropping the object 

of interest for a specified size over each image. As height 
is obtained in pixels, it is multiplied with pixel size as 
mentioned in NIKON D5300, for getting measurement in 
SI units.

On substituting the image height, object depth and 
focal length in Eq. (16), object real height is obtained. For 
all the fstop readings ranging from 1.8 to 16 mm, object 
is placed at different working distances starting from 50 

Table 6  Sample Photographs with f-Stop = 3.5 mm at Focus = ∞ f = Iinf = 5cm Aperture Radius (aR) = (f∕fstop)∕2 = 7.81cm, k = 0.85

S.No (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) Figure 

1 1507.25  .58  51.64 50 

2 1276.13  0.49  60.99 60 

3 1111  0.43  70.06 70 

4 937.08  0.36  83.06 80 

5 846.97  0.33  91.90 90 

6 793  0.30  98.15 100 

7 714.86  0.25  108.88 110 
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to 110 cm and, photographs are taken. And real height is 
extracted from each photographic object and the results 
are tabulated in the Tables 9 and 10. 

4.3  Method validation

The independent variable is object size ( Os)
The Table 11 provides the R, R2, adjusted R2 and std error 

of estimate determines how well a inverse model fits the 
data.

The R column represents multi correlation coefficient, 
which is considered to be measure quality of prediction 
of dependent variable. A value of a 0.990 indicates good 
level of prediction. The R2 column represents the value of 
proportion of variance in dependent variable. From our 
value of 0.990, we can see that 99% of the variation of our 
dependent variable is explained by our autonomous vari-
able ‘objects size’.

The F-ratio in Table 12 tests whether the reverse model 
fits the information well. The Table 12 demonstrates that 
the independent variable predicts the dependent variable 

Table 7  Sample Photographs with f-stop = 4 mm at Focus = ∞ f = Iinf = 5cm , Aperture Radius (aR) = (f∕fstop)∕2 = 6.25cm, k = 0.95

S.No (pixels) (cm) (cm) (cm) Figure 

1 1507.27  0.58  50.50 50 

2 1261.16  0.49  60.35 60 

3 1069.03  0.41  71.20 70 

4 912.46  0.35  83.42 80 

5 852.72  0.33  89.26 90 

6 771.99  0.30  98.60 100 

7 666.36  0.25  114.23 110 
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statistically and substantially, F (1, 74) = 2294.695, p < 
0.0005 (i.e.the inverse model is a good fit for the data).

As shown in ‘Sig’ column of Table 13 all independent 
variable coefficients are statistically and significantly 
different from 0(zero), and p < 0.05 concludes that the 
coefficients are statistically and significantly different to 
0(zero). Hence from general form of an equation to predict 
estimated distance from object size is expressed as :

 

4.4  Comparison of our work with existing works

The Table 14 illustrates the fitting process of the model 
in one of the validation folds. It is found from our obser-
vations that our model is competing Yujiao Chen[21] 
depth estimation technique by showing high consist-
ency between the predicted (estimated) and reference 
(actual) depth values with a Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient of r = 0.99213. Besides, variables estimated distance 
and object size are also proved to be highly consistent 
with the pearson’s correlation coefficient of r1 = 0.86 ( 
95% confidence level) as shown in Table 14 The negative 

(17)
Pred.Estdist (Od) = 1.221 + 24.910 × 1∕Object size

value indicates that for every positive increase in distance 
there is negative decrease of fixed proportion in object 
size. Hence the absolute value is taken. It is also observed 
that our depth estimation technique is outperforming the 
MyleneC.Q.Farias[22] stereo vision system based distance 
measurement in single camera system by giving a good 
quality of curve fit with RMSE of 0.041356 on Nikon model 
data set acquisition and 0.056232 on canon model. The 
details are furnished in the Table 15. 

5  Conclusions

This work provided a theory related to object size, lens 
aperture radius and object depth. For this purpose, near 
range photography is used for this purpose to explore the 
impact of object size and lens aperture radius on depth 
(or distance) in auto focusing modes. It is also found that 
change in aperture settings induces a variation in lumi-
nance of an object which is to be calculated. This varia-
tion is also taken into account when estimating an object’s 
depth from the center of the lens. For experimentation, 
Nikon D5300 with 50 mm prime lens is used. By placing 
the lens in infinite focus, the distance measurements are 
calculated for different apertures.

This research created an inverse model to object dis-
tances with a permissible standard error estimate of 3.012, 
R = 0.990 and R2 = 0.981 regulated by object size values 
with camera. It is noted that when the lens aperture 
changes, object lightning also affects the camera to object 
distance (or depth). This change in exposure settings 
affects ls

f 2stop
 ratio. We considered this ratio as ’k’. We are able 

to achieve an optimum ’k’value= 0.45 for Nikon model 
with fstop=2.8  mm and k = 1.44 for cannon model with 
fstop = 7.1  mm. When compared with the Mylene 
C.Q.Farias[22], Yujiao Chen [21] stereo vision set-up and 
Said Pertuz et al. [17] Palmieri et al. [23] light field imaging 
experimental set up, the proposed techniques used single 

Table 8  Variation in k Value Subject to Effect of Exposure on Sub-
ject Lightning

fstop range(mm) k fstop range(mm) k

1.8−2 0.45 2.2−2.5 0.5
2.8 0.66 3.2 0.76
3.5 0.85 4−4.5 0.95
5.6 1.12 6.3 1.33
7.1 1.43 8−9 1.818
10 2 11 2.2
13 2.7 14 2.9
16 3.2
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Table 9  Sample Photographs with Object Distance and Real Height Measurements f = 5cm

S. 
N
o 

Figure (cm) 
estimate
d

(Ac
t) (Estimate

d) 

1 1.8 3981.86 1.55 74.86 22 

23.25 

2 1.8 3989.27 1.55 104.02 29 32.3 

3 2 3969.13 1.54 63.69 17 17.92 

4 2 3977.52 1.55 109.35 31.5 30.84 

5 2.2 3976.06 1.55 83.05 23 25.74 

6 2.2 3957.98 1.54 112.48 32 34.72 

7 2.5 4000 1.56 47.02 13.5 14.67 

8 2.5  3988.34  1.55  50.08  26  28.49 

9 2.8  3976  1.55  109.42 13  15.54 

10 2.8  3987.86  1.55 69 .69.30  33  34.07 

11 3.2  4000.02  1.56  50.70  13  15.82 

12 3.2  3991.37  1.55  91.62  26  28.52 
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Table 10  Sample Photographs with Object Distance and Real Height Measurements (contd) f = 5cm

S. 
N
o 

Figure (cm) 
estimate
d

(Ac
t) (Estimate

d) 

13 3.5  3992.87  1.55  70.06  20  21.82 

14 3.5  3995.02  1.55  108.88  32  33.93 

15 4  3976.3  1.55  83.46  23  25.96 

16 
4  3965.08  1.54  102.85  29  32 

17 4.5  3961.98  1.54  49.21  13.5  15 

18 4.5  3983.02  1.55  72.71  20  22.59 

19 5  3976.14  1.55  80.85  23  25.24 

20 5  3990.01  1.55  112.34  32  34.96 

21 5.6  3989.01  1.55  57.90  16  17.85 

22 5.6 4009.99  1.56  79.46  23  24.63 
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lens arrangement for finding depth estimates. The depth 
estimates obtained from the proposed model approximate 
the ground truth with RMSE of 0.05, when compared with 
the recent works on stereo and light imaging by exhibiting 
around 98.1% correlation.

In our current study we are confined to finding the 
depth estimate only when object is on camera axial line. 
But in future the work is likely to be extended in such a 
way that depth of person is estimated when person is in 
slanting position. And also finding the depth of person in 
long range, say up to 40 mts is also a task which is under 
execution.
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Table 11  Determining How Well Model Fits: Model Summary

R RSquare Adjusted R Square Std. Error

0.990 0.981 0.981 3.012

Table 12  ANOVA Table-Statistical Significance

Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.

Regression 34796.441 1 34796.441 3835.039 0.000
Residual 671.424 74 9.073
Total 35467.865 75

Table 13  Estimated Model Coefficients -Statistical Significance of 
Independent Variables

B Std E Beta t Sig.

1∕Objectsize 24.910 0.990 −2.965 61.928 0.000
(constant) 1.221 1.333 0.916 0.363

Table 14  Correlation between 
Actual Versus Estimated Depth, 
Object Size Versus Estimated 
Distance Values Obtained from 
Different Camera Models

Camera model Act range(cm) Observations Act vs
Est(r1)

Object size 
vsEst.dist
(r2)

Confd.level

NikonD5300 50−110 119 0.99 213 0.86 95%
Canon 50−110 136 0.971356 0.92036 95%

Table 15  Model Accuracy: Evaluating Prediction Accuracy with Reference to Existing Works

Ref Document Experimental set-up Technique Act(Range incms) Performance metric

Chen et al. [21] Considerations:
Central plane of an object. 

Micro lens array. An elemen-
tal image array captured 
from plenoptic camera

SSD for computing disparity not specified Pearson.s correlation 
coefficient(r)=0.999

Farias et al. [22] Considerations:
Parallel stereo system mount 

setup with two identical 
cameras. Optical table for 
calibration

Triangulation method 27.9−81.3 RMSE=0.667

Said Pertuz et al. [17] & Palm-
ieri et al. [23]

Considerations: Target, main 
lens, Micro lens array and 
Sensor

Light Field Refocusing 20−160 Pearsons correlation 
coefficient(r)=0.99

Proposed technique Using 
Nikon

Considerations: 
NikonD5300,Nikor AF-S 
50 mm prime lens, Tripod

For each fixed lens aperture 
radius successive variation 
in object size is taken for 
Consideration.

50−110 RMSE=0.0413
r=0.99213

Proposed technique Using 
Canon

Considerations: Nikon 
D5300,Nikor AF-S 50 mm 
prime lens, Tripod

For each fixed lens aperture 
radius successive variation 
in object size is taken for 
consideration.

50−110 RMSE=0.056232
r=0.971356
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